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Teams Develop Code to Coordinate Robots, Win $535,000 in
Space Robotics Challenge

Leading up to the winner’s announcement, elementary, middle school, and high school students from the
greater Houston area put their coding skills to work to navigate a robot through a space exploration
challenge at Space Center Houston. This competition featured members of the Finalist teams from the
NASA Space Robotics Challenge mentoring a team of students to develop code for their robots to
complete tasks on a giant lunar map. During the culminating celebration, NASA awarded a total of
$535,000 to seven teams that competed in the agency’s Space Robotics Challenge. The teams
developed code to help advance state-of-the-art autonomous robotics for future space exploration
missions.
Photo courtesy of Space Center Houston.
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###

The Manned Space Flight Education Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit science and space exploration learning
center with extensive educational programs. Space Center Houston is the cornerstone of its mission to inspire all
generations through the wonders of space exploration. The center draws more than 1.25 million visitors annually, was
named “Best Museum in Texas” by USA Today and generates a $118.7 million annual economic impact in the
greater Houston area. Space Center Houston is a Smithsonian Affiliate, the Official Visitor Center of NASA Johnson
Space Center and a Certified Autism Center. More than 250,000 teachers and students from around the world visit
the center annually to experience the educational space museum with more than 400 things to see and do. For more
information, go to www.spacecenter.org.
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